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Abstract - This paper presents efficient methodology for reversible data hiding based on encrypted image domain. A new method is 
introduced that is JPEG compression on distributed source encoding. The aim of the proposed method in this paper is to increase the quality 
of an image and improve the security. By verifying this work with existing method, it is clear that this method is applied on the color image 
and achieves a better performance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Reversible data hiding (RDH) is a technique by 
which the original image can be losslessly recovered 
after the embedded message is extracted. This 
technique is also usually used in medical imagery, 
military imagery and law forensics, where no 
distortion of the original cover is allowed. Outsourced 
storage by cloud becomes a more and more popular 
service, particularly for multimedia files, such as 
images or videos, which require large storage space. 
Cloud service for outsourced storage makes it 
challenging to defend the privacy of image contents 
[1]. Reversible data hiding emphasizes perfect image 
reconstruction and data extraction, but not the 
robustness against malicious attacks. Reversible data 
hiding in encrypted images allows the service 
provider to embed additional messages, e.g., image 
metadata, labels, notations or authentication 
information [2]. Nowadays communications over the 
internet are not secure. When we send a data to its 
destination we need to ensure its integrity, 
confidentiality, etc. Security and privacy issues of the 
transmitted data have become an important concern 
in multimedia applications [3]. The attacker tries to 
attack the communication in many ways. So, our aim 
is to protect our extremely confidential or secret data 
from unauthorized users. RDH in images aims to 
exactly recover both the embedded secret information 
and the original cover image. It has attracted 
intensive research interests. Military, medical and 
legal scenarios are its typical examples, in which 
even a slight distortion is not tolerable. Many RDH 
algorithms have already been developed, such as 
image compression-based , difference expansion 
based , histogram shift (HS)-based , image pixel pair 
based, and dual/multi-image hiding methods [4]. For 
the purpose of image confidentiality and privacy 
protection, image encryption is a popular and 
effective way to convert the original meaningful data 
into incomprehensive and unintelligible data [5]. 
This paper, discusses five different reversible data 
hiding schemes such as Unified embedding and 
scrambling (UES), Distributed Source Encoding, A-S 
Algorithm, Sparse coding technique, Adaptive image 

encryption technique. There are some drawbacks in 
these schemes. low PSNR values are obtained and the 
decrypted images are incomprehensive and cannot be 
recognized; to overcome such problems improve 
version of RDH scheme is proposed here that is 
“JPEG Compression process on DSC”. The 
proposed method increases the quality of an image. 
 
II. BACKGROUND 
 
Many studies on Reversible data hiding have been 
done to improve the privacy, security and protection 
in recent past years. Such schemes are: Unified 
embedding and scrambling (UES) on the encrypted 
image, the cloud server can insert watermark which 
deliberately reduces image structure and fulfils the 
demand of large payloads [1]. Reversible data hiding 
in encrypted images using distributed source coding. 
After encrypting the original image with a stream 
cipher, some bits of MSB planes are selected and 
compressed to make room for the additional secret 
data. On the receiver side, all hidden data can be 
extracted with the embedding key only, and the 
original image approximately recovered with high 
quality using the encryption key only. The hidden 
data can be extracted and the image is perfectly 
recovered, when the encryption keys and embedding 
keys are available to the receiver [2]. Symmetric 
stream cipher known as A-S Algorithm, in which the 
user can have two keys: Encryption Key and Data 
Hiding Key. Image encryption is performed by using 
A-S Algorithm. After encryption with the use of data 
hiding key, the additional data will be hided in the 
encrypted image. For extraction of the hidden data by 
using key first apply decryption algorithm and then 
extract the additional data [3]. The patch-level sparse 
representation is introduced for better explore of the 
correlation between neighbor pixels. The sparse 
coding technique is used in which a patch can be 
linearly represented by some atoms in an over-
complete dictionary [4]. To achieve high capacity 
RDH, an adaptive image encryption method is 
introduced. In which the Burrow's-wheeler transform 
was applied before encrypting the given image. The 
resultant encrypted images are comparatively 
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smoother and have higher spatial correlation, which 
allow high embedding rates. To preserve good visual 
quality for the approximate image obtained from 
direct decryption without watermark extraction [5]. 
This paper discusses on various RDH scheme 
i.e.Unified embedding and scrambling (UES), 
Distributed Source Encoding, A-S Algorithm, Sparse 
coding technique, Adaptive image encryption 
technique and proposed efficient method. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section I 
Introduction. Section II discusses Background. 
Section III discusses previous work. Section IV 
discusses existing methodologies. Section V 
discusses attributes and parameters Section VI 
contains proposed method section VII gives outcome 
and possible result. Finally section VIII Conclude 
this review paper. Finally Section IX presents future 
scope. 
 
III. PREVIOUS WORK DONE 
 
Weiming Zhang et al (2016) [1] have proposed a 
novel framework for RDH-EI based on RIT in which 
it allows the user to transform the content of original 
image into the content of another target image with 
the same size. The transformed image which looks 
like the target image, is used as the “encrypted 
image”, and is outsourced to the cloud. Therefore, the 
cloud server can easily embed data into the 
“encrypted image” by any RDH methods for plaintext 
images. 
Zhenxing Qian et al (2015) [2] has proposes a novel 
scheme of RDH in encrypted images using DSC. 
After the original image is encrypted by the content 
owner using a stream cipher, the data-hider 
compresses a series of selected bits taken from the 
encrypted image to make room for the secret data. 
Using low density parity check (LDPC) codes, the 
selected bit series is Slepian-Wolf encoded. The 
secret bits can be extracted if the image receiver has 
the embedding key only. If the receiver has the 
encryption key only, he can recover the original 
image with high quality by using an image estimation 
algorithm. If the receiver has both the embedding and 
encryption keys, he can extract the secret data and 
perfectly recover the original image using the 
distributed source decoding. 
Aswin Achuthshankar et al (2015) [3] have proposed 
a novel approach to data hiding using a symmetric 
stream cipher known as A-S Algorithm. Here the user 
can have two keys: Encryption Key and Data Hiding 
Key. Image encryption is performed by using the A-S 
Algorithm. After encryption with the use of data 
hiding key, the additional data will be hided in the 
encrypted image. For extraction of the hidden data by 
using the key first apply decryption algorithm and 
then extract the additional data. 
 
Xiaochun Cao et al (2015) [4] has proposed a scheme 
to better explore the correlation between neighbor 

pixels, which is the patch-level sparse representation. 
The widely used sparse coding technique has 
demonstrated that a patch can be linearly represented 
by some atoms in an over-complete dictionary. 
Ka-Cheng Choi et al (2017) [5] has proposed an 
adaptive image encryption method which achieves 
high capacity reversible data hiding. In which the 
Burrow's-wheeler transform was applied before 
encrypting the given image. The resultant encrypted 
images are comparatively smoother and have higher 
spatial correlation, which allow high embedding rates. 
 
IV. EXISTING METHODOLOGIES: 
 
A. Unified embedding and scrambling (UES): 
UES, can fulfill different needs on image quality and 
large embedding capacity are adopted to embed 
watermark in the encrypted image[1]. RIT-based 
framework allows the user to transform the content of 
original image into the content of another target 
image and the size should be same. The transformed 
image is used as an encrypted image which looks like 
target image and is outsourced to cloud. The 
transformation process consists of three steps: block 
pairing, block transformation and accessorial 
information embedding 
B. Distributed Source Encoding: 
Distributed Source Encoding achieves a good image 
reconstruction quality and high embedding payload 
and avoids the operations of room-reserving by the 
sender. Using the embedding key the hidden data can 
be completely extracted, and by using the encryption 
key the original image can be approximately 
reconstructed with high quality. When the keys are 
available, the data hided is completely extracted, and 
the original image is perfectly recovered [2].   

 
Figure 1: Distributed source coding and decoding 

 
DSC is depicted in Figure 1, in which X is the source 
to be encoded, Y is the side information for decoding, 
and a virtual channel between X and Y. 
 
C. A-S Algorithm: 

 
Figure 2: working of proposed system 
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Data hiding using a symmetric stream cipher known 
as A-S Algorithm. User can have two keys: 
Encryption Key and Data Hiding Key. Using A-S 
Algorithm, image encryption is performed. After 
encryption, with the use of data hiding key additional 
data will be hided in the encrypted image. For 
extraction of the hidden data first apply decryption 
algorithm with the use of the key and then extract the 
additional data. The computational complexity of the 
method is lesser than that of the existing methods and 
the performance is much higher [3]. As the A-S 
Algorithm uses same algorithm for both encryption 
and decryption it is very much safe, simple and faster. 
Figure 2 shows the working of proposed system. 
 
D. Sparse coding technique: 
Sparse coding technique has demonstrated that a 
patch can be linearly represented by some atoms in an 
over-complete dictionary. As the sparse coding is an 
approximation solution, the leading residual errors 
are encoded and self-embedded within the cover 
image. The learned dictionary is also embedded into 
the encrypted image. A large vacated room can be 
achieved, and thus data hider can embed more secret 
messages in the encrypted image [4]. HC_RDHEI 
method inherits the merits of RRBE based on patch 
level sparse representation. The method separates the 
data extraction from image decryption and achieves 
excellent performance and high capacity is achieved. 
 
E. Adaptive image encryption technique: 
To achieve high capacity RDH adaptive image 
encryption technique is used. Burrow's-wheeler 
transform and exclusive-OR operator are adopted to 
encrypt the host image, and the encrypted image 
produced is smoother and has more low-variance 
regions for data embedding. With the encryption and 
data hiding method, large payload can be hidden in 
the encrypted image, and at the decoder side, error-
free hidden data can be extracted and the encrypted 
image containing additional data can be restored back 
to the original image without a single distortion, thus 
the scheme has real reversibility [5]. Watermark 
retrieval is independent of image decryption; they can 
be implemented independently. In watermark 
embedding procedure, data hiding process is 
conducted block by block independently and block 
with lower variance is first chosen for embedding, 
which helps in obtaining good visual quality in 
approximate image acquired from direct decryption. 
 
V. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Two RDH methods, one is a traditional RDH that 
keeps the quality of images and the other is a unified 
data embedding and scrambling method that may 
greatly degrades image structures for embedding 
large payload [1]. 
 

Distributed Source Encoding shows that it can 
achieves a high embedding payload and good image 
reconstruction quality, and avoids the operations of 
room-reserving by the sender [2]. 
 
Using the A-S Algorithm the image encryption is 
performed. After the encryption process, the 
additional data will be hided in the encrypted image 
with the use of data hiding key [3]. 
 
The sparse coding is an approximation solution; the 
leading residual errors are encoded and self-
embedded within the cover image. The learned 
dictionary is also embedded into encrypted image [4]. 
 
Adaptive image encryption technique can achieve 
high capacity reversible data hiding. Large payload 
can be hidden in the encrypted image, and, error-free 
hidden data can be extracted and the encrypted image 
containing additional data can be restored back to the 
original image without a single distortion, thus it has 
real reversibility [5]. 
 

RDH 
scheme Advantages Disadvantages 

Unified 
embedding 

and 
scrambling 

Large 
embedding 

capacity 

Degrades image 
structures for 

embedding large 
payload. 

Distributed 
Source 

Encoding 

It achieves a 
high embedding 

payload and 
good image 

reconstruction 
quality 

If both the embedding 
and encryption keys are 

not available to the 
receiver, the hidden data 

cannot be extracted. 

A-S 
Algorithm 

Requires very 
feeble amount 
of time for the 

conversion 

Because of the key file 
selection is random, the 

number of Possible 
substitutions increases 

tremendously with each 
character in the plain 

text. 

Sparse 
coding 

technique 

Data hider can 
embed more 

secret messages 
in the encrypted 

image 

Residual errors are 
encoded and self-

embedded within the 
cover image. 

Adaptive 
image 

encryption 
technique 

Higher 
maximum 

embedding rate 
is obtained and 
preserve good 
visual quality 

Encrypted images 
cannot be decrypted 

successfully with wrong 
encryption key. Thus 

result in decrypted 
images which are 

incomprehensive in 
nature and cannot be 
recognized, and low 

PSNR values are 
obtained. 

TABLE 1: Comparison between different RDH schemes. 
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VI. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 
JPEG Compression process on DSC: 
In the traditional method, reversible data hiding in 
encrypted images using distributed source coding, 
after encrypting the original image with a stream 
cipher, some bits of MSB planes are chosen and 
compressed to create room for the additional secret 
data. All hidden data can be extracted with the 
embedding key only, and the original image 
approximately improved with high quality by the 
encryption key only at the receiver side. When both 
the embedding and encryption keys are available to 
the receiver, the hidden data can be extracted 
completely and the original image is recovered. No 
prior information of the original content is available 
except that he/she knows that the cover is a natural 
image. So to overcome this problem, this paper 
proposed a novel “JPEG Compression process on 
DSC” framework. 
The proposed framework for efficient methodology 
will give the original image, with the increased PSNR 
value than that of the DSC. 
 

 
Figure 3: The proposed framework 

 
The above diagram explains the working of the 
proposed framework. Firstly, on the original image 
DCT is performed to obtain the DCT coefficients. 
Then, the coefficients are quantized using 
quantization table to generate the quantized DCT 
coefficients and the quantized image is obtained, the 
sender encrypts quantized image into an encrypted 
image using stream cipher and an encryption key. 
The data-hider selects and compresses some MSB of 
secret image using LDPC codes to generate a spare 
space, and embeds additional bits into encrypted 
image using embedding key. The receiver extracts the 

secret bits using the embedding key. If he has the 
encryption key, the original image can be 
approximately reconstructed via image decryption 
and estimation. When both encryption and 
embedding keys are available, the receiver can extract 
compressed bits, and implement distributed source 
decoding using the estimated image as side 
information to perfectly recover original image. 
 
VII. OUTCOME AND POSSIBLE RESULT 
 
The proposed method “JPEG Compression process 
on DSC” will successfully improves the security and 
increase the quality of an image. This method is 
applied on the color image and achieves a better 
performance. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This paper focused on the study of various RDH 
schemes to provide privacy, security and protection. 
The schemes are Unified embedding and scrambling 
(UES), Distributed Source Encoding, A-S Algorithm, 
Sparse coding technique, Adaptive image encryption 
technique. To improve the quality of an image “JPEG 
Compression process on DSC” is proposed. 
 
FUTURE SCOPE 
 
From observation, the scope is planned to be studied 
in future work that this method can be used for video 
file. 
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